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Officer Brian Gadwell is making false, unfounded allegations about a pending investigation into the death of Anthony Clark-Reed. He is inciting racial bias and prejudice and his comments are insensitive and unnecessary. Apparently he is attempting to create an alibi for the senseless death of this young man. He does not honor the badge or uniform of the US Law enforcement bureau and he needs to be removed from service. Our country will never mend their racial divide wounds as long as people like him serve in office.

All the news media please continue to report this story and push the Internal Affairs department to launch a honest thorough investigation. We need all eyes open to this awful epidemic of Police Bullying that is taking peoples lives. They are using their badges, uniforms and guns to act with malice and not follow the oath they took to protect and serve. Please post, tag and broadcast this message. This is not justice.

You can check out his comments on channel 7 news interview video with Pastor Kevin Clark, Anthony's father. Here it is below as well.

Comments

Monica T Curenton
PRAYERS
Reply • Like • 4 • Follow Post • Yesterday at 12:07am

Mark Ayers • Top Commenter • Cooley High School
Why was he in handcuffs for tinted Windows?
Reply • Like • 9 • Follow Post • Yesterday at 1:18am

Mary Gervais Gersten • Top Commenter • Fort Gratiot, Michigan
Once again, not the whole story.
Reply • Like • 4 • Follow Post • Yesterday at 7:37am

Brian Gadwell • Henry Ford College
U are so right , the news only want u to see what they make and not the truth
Reply • Like • 14 hours ago

Brian Gadwell • Henry Ford College
He was pulled over and started eating his dope he had in the car ....... No ones fault but his
Reply • Like • 2 • Follow Post • 18 hours ago

Damon Williams • University of Michigan–Dearborn
You are an ass for saying that.
Reply • Like • 3 • 18 hours ago

Lamont Sanford • Top Commenter • Detroit, Michigan
Got to love White folks smh #laughing
Reply • Like • 15 hours ago
Lamont Sanford, there you go way to bring race in to it always pull the card to show your ignorance.

Whose fault is it not the officers, everyone always blames them it wasn't their fault, how about wait till the autopsy comes back before you blame them.

I'm not out here selling drugs so

You're selling Meth

Where you at the scene nope that's right or I would of seen you, but go ahead and try blaming the police for someone else's stupidity.

So you there at the scene nope that's right or I would of seen you, but go ahead and try blaming the police for someone else's stupidity.

That's sad how our police department love to investigate after, instead of solving the current situation and realizing that there's a problem in front of them.

I'm very familiar with the system...and unfortunately there are so many moments were situations can be handled differently.... the system approach is very aggressive and if you work in it you no that there are very few individuals who do not come off with that approach..... do i think each situation is meant for such and ending...NO.....BUT thats why you need to watch what and how you do things......the SYSTEM is designed to bark and bite the loudest and hardest and its really causing more bad then Good..... almost hurting the Good that some officers are doing SMH.